Enhancing cognitive training effects in Alzheimer's disease: rTMS as an add-on treatment
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ABSTRACT

The treatment of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in the field of non-pharmacological interventions is a challenging issue, given the limited benefits of the available drugs. Cognitive training (CT) represents a commonly recommended strategy in AD. Recently, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) has gained increasing attention as a promising therapeutic tool for the treatment of AD, given its ability of enhancing neuroplasticity. In the present randomized, double-blind, sham-controlled study, we aimed at investigating the add-on effect of a high frequency rTMS protocol applied over the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) combined with a face-name associative memory CT in the continuum of AD pathology. Fifty patients from a very early to a moderate phase of dementia were randomly assigned to one of two groups: CT plus real rTMS or CT plus placebo rTMS. The results showed that the improvement in the trained associative memory induced with rTMS was superior to that obtained with CT alone. Interestingly, the extent of the additional improvement was affected by disease severity and levels of education, with less impaired and more educated patients showing a greater benefit. When testing for generalization to non-trained cognitive functions, results indicated that patients in CT-real group showed also a greater improvement in visuospatial reasoning than those in the CT-sham group. Interestingly, this improvement persisted over 12 weeks after treatment beginning. The present study provides important hints on the promising therapeutic use of rTMS in AD.

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is one of the most common neurodegenerative disorders characterized by progressive decline in cognition, behaviour and activities of daily living. AD severity may be considered along a biological and clinical continuum ranging from a very early preclinical stage to the final overt dementia phase with multi-domain cognitive and functional impairments. Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) syndrome occurs between these stages and represents the point of transition from the asymptomatic phase to dementia onset [1]. Among the several clinical subtypes of MCI [2], amnesic MCI (aMCI) is presumed to have a degenerative etiology and a higher likelihood of conversion to AD dementia [2,3].

Given the limited efficacy of the available pharmaceutical options to restore brain function, AD is recognized as one of the major challenges in the field of non-pharmacological interventions. Cognitive training (CT) is a commonly recommended non-pharmacological intervention in AD and is recognized as an important adjunct, or even alternative, to pharmacological intervention [4,5]. Face-name association is among the most targeted function of CT interventions along the continuum of AD severity (e.g. [6–12]) with promising results. Failure to remember names is one of the earliest and distinctive signs of the episodic memory impairment in AD patients. This difficulty increases as the disease severity progresses along the full spectrum of AD pathology, from very early stages to severe dementia [13]. Several neuroimaging studies have revealed that face-name association memory involves a complex network consisting of highly
specialized visual areas in the occipitotemporal cortex and other cortical areas associated with higher cognitive functions, as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) [14]. Besides being crucially involved in episodic memory, DLPFC is a pivotal hub for networks integration, mediating organizational and executive functions that might operate across multiple types of tasks. Pathological changes and dysfunction of the DLPFC are a hallmark feature of AD from its early stage [15–17]. DLPFC is considered a key region contributing to several large-scale brain networks, such as the Default Mode Network (DMN), the Fronto–Parietal Network (FPN) and the Central Executive Network (CEN) [18,19], whose alterations are associated with the clinical manifestations of AD. Together with cognitive interventions, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is an emerging and promising therapeutic option in the field of non-pharmacological treatments for AD continuum [20–25]. In the last twenty years, rTMS has gained increasing attention as a potential therapeutic tool for the treatment of several neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders [26]. rTMS is a painless technique able to generate a brief magnetic pulse through a stimulating coil placed over the subject’s head. The created magnetic field induces a transient electric field in the underneath surface able to depolarize the neurons in the cortex [27,28]. Interestingly, rTMS not only acts locally on interneuronal circuits but the induced activation also spreads to functionally connected brain regions along cortico-cortical connections [29]. In addition, rTMS is able to induce long-lasting changes of cortical excitability, probably reflecting mechanisms similar to long term potentiation and depression [30]. This evidence has prompted great interest for therapeutic application of rTMS in a variety of clinical fields [31,32].

Available rTMS studies in AD suffer from several flaws such as small sample size, variability in stimulation parameters, targeted areas, number of sessions and outcome measures, heterogeneity of patients’ disease severity, lacking blindness and the absence of a control group or of an adequate sham procedure.

Recent evidence-based guidelines did not endorse left DLPFC rTMS as an effective therapeutic option for the treatment of AD, whereas suggested the possible efficacy of multisite rTMS combined with CT in improving cognitive functions in AD patients [33].

The rationale underlying the promotion of rTMS as an add-on treatment relies on the results of several studies demonstrating that the most effective way to enhance neuroplasticity (i.e., the ability of our brain to change its functions and structure through the modulation of the synaptic connections) is to combine “exogenous” and “endogenous” stimulation. In this sense, rTMS may be used as a priming tool capable of pre-activating the initial state of the system such that the neural impact of any subsequent intervention depends on the interaction with the ongoing brain activity [31]. These mechanisms have a pivotal role in cognitive intervention, where the addition of rTMS to CT protocols may represent the keystone to potentiate and, possibly, generalize their effects [32].

Available controlled studies combining multisite rTMS with CT in AD patients [34–36] do not allow to shed light on the adjunctive effect of rTMS when combined with CT, as they investigated solely general clinical measures (e.g., ADAS-cog), thus missing to explore the effect on specific cognitive domains and any generalization effect beyond the trained functions. Furthermore, they adopted a complex protocol (NeuroAD, NeuroniX, Yokneam, Israel), consisting in the stimulation of six brain regions (i.e., right and left DLPFC, Broca’s area, Wernicke’s area, right and left parietal somatosensory association cortex) in conjunction with several cognitive tasks (e.g., comprehension of lexical meaning, action and object naming, spatial attention, etc.), which did not allow to disentangle the role of each specific targeted area. Moreover, a recent study [37] comparing the TMS-induced effect of the six-regions stimulation protocol with that of one region stimulation protocol (i.e., left DLPFC), showed that both the treatments improved clinical measures equally, thus assuming that the benefits induced by rTMS are mostly likely due to the stimulation of the left DLPFC. In 2006 Solé-Padulles and colleagues [38] firstly demonstrated the beneficial effect of high frequency rTMS applied over the left prefrontal cortex on face-name association memory among MCI patients. Since then, DLPFC has been the target of most rTMS interventions at different stages of AD pathology [37,39–45]. A recent meta-analysis showed a lateralization of the rTMS effects at the DLPFC in MCI and AD patients, with high frequency rTMS protocols over the left DLPFC (and low-frequency protocols over the right DLPFC) significantly improving memory functions [21].

In the present study we aimed at investigating the add-on effect of left DLPFC high frequency rTMS combined with a face-name associative memory CT in a randomized, double-blind, sham controlled trial in patients with memory deficits across MCI and mild to moderate AD diagnosis.

We were interested in: 1) testing whether patients receiving real rTMS in combination with CT would reach greater improvement in the trained cognitive function (i.e., face-name associative memory) as compared to patients receiving CT alone; 2) evaluating whether the expected adjunctive rTMS effect can also promote an improvement to non-trained cognitive functions (i.e., generalization) belonging, or not, to the same cognitive domain, as measured through a comprehensive neuropsychological battery.

Method

Study design

This was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study. Enrolled patients were randomly assigned to one of two groups: 1) CT plus real rTMS (CT-real); or 2) CT plus sham rTMS (CT-sham). The treatment consisted of 4 weeks of daily sessions (5 days per week, for a total of 20 sessions) of computerized CT coupled with real (CT-real group; N = 27) or sham rTMS (CT-sham group; N = 23). In each daily session rTMS was delivered immediately before the administration of cognitive training, in order to “prime” the system and increase the efficacy of the face-name associative memory intervention. All patients underwent a comprehensive clinical and neuropsychological assessment at baseline (t0), after 4 weeks of treatment (t4) and 12 weeks after baseline assessment (follow-up; t12). Study design is depicted in Fig. 1. Neuropsychological assessment included standardized tests aimed at evaluating both global cognitive functioning (Mini Mental State Examination; MMSE) and specific cognitive domains as: memory (story recall, immediate and delayed recall of the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning test, delayed recall of the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure), language (phonemic and semantic verbal fluency), attention and executive functions (attentive matrices, Trail Making Test), spatial reasoning (Raven Colored Progressive Matrices), praxis and visuo-constructive abilities (copy of the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure). Mood was assessed with the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS). Cognitive assessments were administered by a trained neuropsychologist who was blind to patients’ group allocation. All the tests were administered and scored according to standard procedures [46]. The whole list of administered tests is reported in Table 2.

The study was conducted at Sant’Isidoro FERB Onlus Hospital (Bergamo, Italy), all the procedures were approved by the Ethical Committee of the Province of Bergamo (Italy) and were performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects. Written informed consent was obtained from all the patients and from one legal family member before study beginning.
Participants

Fifty patients with a diagnosis of amnesic MCI (aMCI) [3] or a diagnosis of mild to moderate probable AD [47] were included in the present study. Inclusion criteria were a MMSE [48] score greater or equal to 16, a Clinical Dementia Rating scale (CDR) score ranging from 0.5 to 2 and age between 60 and 85 years. Diagnosis was done by expert neurologists or geriatricians addressing medical history, clinical examination, neuropsychological testing and laboratory results such as computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging or positron emission tomography. Patients receiving treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors (donepezil or rivastigmine) had to be on a stable dose for at least 3 months prior to participation in the study. Exclusion criteria were the presence of potentially confounding medical, neurological or psychiatric conditions, and the presence of any contraindication for TMS according to international safety guidelines [27]. Demographic and clinical data collected at baseline are reported in Table 1.

rTMS protocol

rTMS (Deymed DuoMAG XT-100) was delivered with a figure-of-eight 70 mm air-cooled coil (70BF-Cool DuoMAG). rTMS intensity was set at 100% of the individual resting motor threshold (rMT), which was calculated for each subject before starting the treatment. rMT was defined as the lowest intensity able to induce a motor evoked potential of at least 50 μV in at least 5 out of 10 trials in the first dorsal interosseous muscle of the right hand (all participants were right handed). Each rTMS session consisted of 50 trains of high frequency (20 Hz) rTMS delivered in short periods (2 s) separated by pauses of 28 s of no stimulation. The total number of pulses delivered for each session was 2000. rTMS was applied over the lDLPFC (in correspondence to F3 electrode position according to the 10–20 electrode placement system) with the coil placed tangentially to the scalp at 45° with the handle pointing backward toward the midline. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 1

The table contains the mean values (±standard deviation) of demographic and clinical data collected at baseline. Results of the independent sample t-tests or chi-square tests (p-values) comparing the two groups (CT-real, CT-sham) in baseline demographic and clinical data are reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CT-real (N = 27)</th>
<th>CT-sham (N = 23)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (males/females)</td>
<td>17/10</td>
<td>12/11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>73.56 (4.91)</td>
<td>73.35 (1.09)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>8.85 (3.91)</td>
<td>7.91 (0.67)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration (months)</td>
<td>23.33 (8.86)</td>
<td>20.09 (15.09)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADL (unspared functions)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADL (unspared functions)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.24)</td>
<td>1.65 (1.82)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>23.67 (3.00)</td>
<td>22.77 (0.58)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR</td>
<td>0.98 (0.55)</td>
<td>1.07 (0.53)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS</td>
<td>2.04 (1.70)</td>
<td>3.04 (2.46)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors treatment (Rivastigmine/Donepezil)</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: BADL, Basic Activities of Daily Living; IADL, Instrumental Activities of Daily Living; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating scale; GDS, Geriatric Depression Scale.
the magnetic midline (Fig. 1). For sham stimulation, we used the same parameters as for the real condition but, in order to reduce the intensity of the magnetic field reaching the scalp [49], a custom made 3-cm thick block of wood was placed between the coil and the scalp [50]. rTMS was well tolerated by all the patients and none reported any major adverse effect.

**Face-name associative memory training**

CT was administered by means of a computer-based CT software (RehaCom, Hasomed, GmbH) which is among the most extensively adopted software in the field of computer-assisted cognitive rehabilitation. CT was delivered immediately after the application of rTMS (both real and sham) and lasted 25 min to match rTMS duration. Training was focused on episodic memory and specifically on face-name associative memory. Each training session consisted in a “learning phase”, during which the patient had to memorize the association between faces and names, followed by a “recognition phase” in which the patient had to identify the correct face for each displayed name. The recognition response format has been previously adopted in several non-invasive brain stimulation studies [12,38,51,52] and functional imaging studies [53–55]. Because it is easier as compared to the recall format, it avoids frustration in more impaired patients. All participants began the training with the same starting level of the RehaCom software, which consisted in the presentation of two face-name associations to be learned. Thanks to the individualized adaptive methodology, training’s difficulty automatically adapted to the patient’s performance. Depending on whether the patient succeeded or failed the task, the difficulty levels were adjusted to meet patient’s capacity. To do so, the system calculated the percentage number of the correct responses. If the accuracy level achieved was above 80%, then the patient was administered with a more difficult level. Conversely, if the accuracy level achieved by the patient was below 60% the patient was administered with an easier level of difficulty. This process was continuously repeated until the cognitive training session ended (i.e., after 25 min). The difficulty of the task was modulated by the number of face-name associations to be learned. As the difficulty further increased, higher levels consisted in an increasing number of face-name-profession associations to be learned. Highest difficulty levels consisted in an increasing number of face-name-profession-phone number associations to be learned.

Face-name training was administered adopting errorless learning and vanishing cue techniques, which are considered as the most effective evidence-based cognitive strategies for the improvement of face-name memory in persons with AD (for reviews see [13,56]). Face-name associative memory performance was measured as the number of difficulty level achieved by the patients. Baseline performance (t0) was referred to the level achieved by the patients at the end of the first day of the treatment, whereas t4 performance was considered as the level achieved at the end of the last treatment session.

### Statistical analysis

To investigate clinical and demographical differences at baseline among the two groups (CT-real, CT-sham), appropriate statistical tests (i.e., independent sample t-tests or Chi-squared tests) have been performed and are reported in Table 1.

To investigate whether real rTMS combined with CT induced an add-on effect on the trained function, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the performance obtained at the face-name associative memory task with “Time” (t0, t4) as within-subjects factor and “Treatment” (CT-real, CT-sham) as between-subjects factor. Post-hoc comparisons were performed with Sidak correction. In order to verify the impact of clinical and demographical variables on the possible add-on rTMS effect, repeated measures ANCOVAs with age, education, disease severity and disease duration as covariates were separately conducted in case of a significant “Time x Treatment” interaction.

To identify add-on generalization effects induced by real rTMS combined with CT to non-trained cognitive functions, repeated measures ANOVAs with “Time” (t0, t4, t12) as within-subjects factor and “Treatment” (CT-real, CT-sham) as between-subjects factor were applied to age- and education-adjusted scores obtained at the neuropsychological tests (MMSE, story recall, RAVLT...
immediate recall, RAVLT delayed recall, ROCF copy, ROCF delayed recall, TMT-A, RCPM, phonemic verbal fluency, semantic verbal fluency; whole list is reported in Table 2). In order to account for the influence of disease severity and disease duration in modulating the add-on effect of rTMS (as eventually revealed by a significant “Time x Treatment” interaction), we computed two repeated measures ANCOVAs testing “Time” and “Treatment” as factors and considering “disease severity” (that is the MMSE score obtained at baseline) and “disease duration” as covariates, respectively (except for MMSE score for which “diseases duration” only was considered). “Age” and “Education” were not included as covariates given that neuropsychological scores were already age-and education-adjusted and no significant difference in these variables emerged between CT-real and CT-sham groups (Table 1).

Results

No significant differences in clinical and demographic variables at baseline emerged between groups (Table 1). Table 2 reports the mean and the standard deviation performance scores obtained by CT-real and CT-sham groups at baseline (t0) after 4 weeks of treatment (t4) and at 12 weeks follow-up (t12).

Face-name associative memory

ANOVA results on the performance at the face-name associative memory training showed a significant main effect of “Time” (F(1,48) = 270.06, p < 0.001, ηp^2 = 0.85), a trend toward significance for “Treatment” (F(1,48) = 3.26, p = 0.077, ηp^2 = 0.064) and a significant “Time x Treatment” interaction (F(1,48) = 6.64, p = 0.013, ηp^2 = 0.122). Post-hoc comparisons revealed that patients in the CT-real group (mean = 15.48, sd = 3.26) showed a better face-name associative memory performance at t4 as compared to patients in the CT-sham group (mean = 13.52, sd = 2.97; p = 0.032) (Fig. 2A). When adjusted by differences in demographical and clinical covariates, the “Time x Treatment” interaction effect remained significant (when controlling for “Age”: F(1,47) = 6.483, p = 0.014, ηp^2 = 0.121; “Education”: F(1,47) = 5.59, p = 0.022, ηp^2 = 0.106; “Disease severity”: F(1,47) = 5.33, p = 0.025, ηp^2 = 0.102; “Disease duration”: F(1,47) = 7.63, p = 0.008, ηp^2 = 0.140). Interestingly, when accounting for the effect of “Disease severity”, ANCOVA results showed a significant “Time x Treatment x Disease severity” interaction (F(2,46) = 4.88, p = 0.012, ηp^2 = 0.175), revealing that the add-on effect of rTMS on face-name memory was affected by the baseline cognitive status, with less impaired patients showing a greater advantage from the add-on rTMS treatment (Fig. 2B). Also “Education” was found to impact the add-on effect of rTMS, as revealed by a significant “Time x Treatment x Education” interaction (F(1,46) = 3.45, p = 0.040, ηp^2 = 0.131). More educated patients exhibited a greater face-name memory amelioration induced by rTMS (Fig. 2C). “Age” and “Disease duration” did not affect the “Time x Treatment” interaction (all p’s > 0.331).

Effect on non-trained cognitive functions

Global cognitive functioning

Global cognitive functioning was assessed by means of MMSE. ANOVA conducted on the MMSE score showed no significant main effect of “Time” or “Treatment” factor, and no significant “Time x Treatment” interaction effect (all p > 0.13).

Memory

The memory domain aimed at investigating both verbal and visuospatial long-term memory.

ANOVA conducted on the story recall scores showed a significant main effect of “Time” (F(2,96) = 29.13, p < 0.001, ηp^2 = 0.378), but no significant main effect of “Treatment” (F(1,48) = 1.65, p = 0.206, ηp^2 = 0.033) and no “Time x Treatment” interaction effect (F(2,96) = 1.639, p = 0.200, ηp^2 = 0.033) emerged. Post-hoc comparisons revealed that 4 weeks (i.e., t4) of CT (both with real and sham rTMS) improved episodic memory scores (mean = 9.60, sd = 4.90) as compared to baseline (mean = 6.96, sd = 3.70; p < 0.001). The amelioration persisted also at 12 weeks (i.e., t12) follow-up evaluation (mean = 8.80, sd = 4.45; p < 0.001).

Immediate recall of RAVLT results showed a significant effect of “Time” (F(2,96) = 30.73, p < 0.001, ηp^2 = 0.390) with post-hoc comparisons revealing an improvement of RAVLT scores at t4 (mean = 36.95, sd = 10.10; p < 0.001) that persisted at t12 (mean = 35.74, sd = 10.65; p < 0.001), as compared to baseline (mean = 30.75, sd = 7.11). No significant “Treatment” (F(1,48) = 1.42, p = 0.239, ηp^2 = 0.029) nor “Time x Treatment” interaction effect (F(2,96) = 0.61, p = 0.548, ηp^2 = 0.012) emerged.

A significant main effect of “Time” emerged also when considering the delayed recall of both RAVLT (F(2,96) = 20.29, p < 0.001, ηp^2 = 0.297) and ROCF (F(2,86) = 15.66, p < 0.001, ηp^2 = 0.314). No significant “Treatment” nor “Time x Treatment” interaction effect emerged (all p > 0.149). Again, the improvement was visible at t12, with RAVLT recall (delayed RAVLT recall: mean = 6.14, sd = 2.30; delayed ROCF recall: mean = 11.32, sd = 6.45; both p < 0.001) and persisted at follow-up (delayed RAVLT recall: mean = 5.55, sd = 3.03; delayed ROCF recall: mean = 11.25, sd = 5.33; both p < 0.001) as compared to baseline (delayed RAVLT recall: mean = 4.46, sd = 2.54; delayed ROCF recall: mean = 7.53, sd = 3.94).

Attention

Attention was primarily measured with tasks assessing sustained attention and processing speed. ANOVA conducted on the scores obtained in the attention matrices showed a trend toward significance for the main effect of “Time” (F(2,96) = 2.84, p = 0.064, ηp^2 = 0.056), whereas no significant “Treatment” (F(1,48) = 1.63, p = 0.208, ηp^2 = 0.033) or “Time x Treatment” (F(2,96) = 1.18, p = 0.31, ηp^2 = 0.024) effects emerged. Post-hoc comparisons indicated greater scores at t12 (mean = 40.85, sd = 11.96; p = 0.060) as compared to baseline (mean = 39.22, sd = 11.69). No difference emerged when comparing t4 (mean = 40.38, sd = 12.68; p = 0.350) with baseline.

TMT-A results showed a significant effect of “Time” (F(2,92) = 6.41, p = 0.002, ηp^2 = 0.122) but no “Treatment” (F(1,46) = 0.007, p = 0.936, ηp^2 = 0.000) nor “Time x Treatment” (F(2,92) = 0.84, p = 0.436, ηp^2 = 0.018). Post-hoc comparisons revealed that CT improved TMT-A performance at t4 (mean = 51.19, sd = 44.20; p = 0.011) as compared to baseline (mean = 65.16, sd = 52.77). The improvement persisted also at t12 (mean = 55.88, sd = 48.48; p = 0.027).

Visuospatial reasoning

Raven Colored Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 1965) has been administered to assess abstract and logic reasoning.

Results of the ANOVA analysis showed significant main effects of “Time” (F(2,92) = 3.27, p = 0.042, ηp^2 = 0.066) and of “Treatment” (F(1,46) = 5.66, p = 0.022, ηp^2 = 0.110) and a trend toward significance of the “Time x Treatment” interaction (F(2,92) = 2.72, p = 0.071, ηp^2 = 0.056). Post-hoc comparisons indicated that a greater improvement in RCPM task was observed at t4 after real rTMS as compared to sham rTMS (CT-real: mean = 29.07, sd = 4.10; CT-sham: mean = 25.37, sd = 6.23; p = 0.006). This greater improvement persisted over t12 assessment (CT-real: mean = 29.00, sd = 5.03; CT-sham: mean = 25.30, sd = 5.13; p = 0.015), indicating a robust and lasting generalization of the add-
on effect of IDLPFC rTMS to this cognitive function (Fig. 3). No significant difference emerged when comparing real rTMS and sham rTMS at baseline (CT-real: mean = 27.56, sd = 5.82; CT-sham: mean = 25.24, sd = 5.17; p = 0.185).

When controlling for the impact of “Disease severity” and “Disease duration” the interaction of interest was still found to be significant (F(2,90) = 16.36, p = 0.055, ηp² = 0.062; F(2,90) = 3.59, p = 0.031, ηp² = 0.074, respectively). No significant “Time x Treatment x disease severity” nor “Time x Treatment x disease duration” interaction effects emerged (all p > 0.08), thus assuming that these covariates did not impact on the add-on rTMS effect on visuospatial reasoning.

Language
ANOVA conducted on the phonemic verbal fluency scores showed a significant main effect of “Time” (F(2,96) = 4.04, p = 0.021, ηp² = 0.078) with an improvement in the performance at t4 (mean = 31.38, sd = 9.58; p = 0.014) as compared to baseline (29.12, sd = 8.72) and a significant effect of “Treatment” (F(1,48) = 3.92, p = 0.054, ηp² = 0.075), but no significant “Time x Treatment” interaction (F(2,96) = 0.49, p = 0.613, ηp² = 0.010) effect emerged.

Semantic verbal fluency results revealed no significant effects (all p > 0.17).

Praxis
ANOVA analysis on Rey Osterrieth Complex Figure scores showed no significant “Time”, “Treatment”, nor “time x Treatment” effects (all p > 0.22).

Generalization effects to non-trained cognitive functions induced by CT combined with both real and sham rTMS are depicted in the Supplementary Fig. 1 of the Appendix.

Mood
ANOVA analysis on GDS scores showed a trend toward significance for “Treatment” (F(1,48) = 3.90, p = 0.054, ηp² = 0.075) but no significant “Time” (F(2,96) = 0.56, p = 0.572, ηp² = 0.012) nor “Time x Treatment” interaction (F(2,96) = 0.002, p = 0.998, ηp² = 0.000) effect emerged.
Discussion

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the adjunctive beneficial effect of four weeks of IDLPFC high frequency rTMS combined with CT targeting face-name associative memory in a sample of patients along the continuum of AD severity. We aimed at verifying whether the hypothesized add-on rTMS effect would be induced in the trained function (i.e., face-name associative memory) and whether it would generalize to other cognitive abilities.

First of all, our results proved the efficacy of the employed CT: four weeks of daily computerized CT sessions demonstrated to be effective in improving face-name associative memory. Importantly, when CT was primed by 20 Hz rTMS at IDLPFC, we observed an enhancement of the CT improvement, thus suggesting an add-on effect of rTMS in the trained face-name associative memory. Interestingly, the extent of the additional improvement induced by rTMS was influenced by disease severity and education. Less impaired and more educated patients showed a greater additional improvement in face-name associative memory, after real rTMS treatment in comparison to sham rTMS. A recent meta-analysis on the effects of rTMS as a cognitive enhancer in AD [21] revealed a significant effect of rTMS both in MCI and in AD patients. When considering face-name associative memory, our data partly confirm this finding, showing that rTMS effects (at least when rTMS was employed as an add-on treatment) were modulated by cognitive status. These results indicate a lower effectiveness of rTMS in enhancing cognition in more impaired patients. In this sense, the present findings adhere to the recommendation that rTMS treatments should be proposed as early as possible, before neuronal loss has disrupted cortical connections [57]. High frequency rTMS is thought to involve long term potentiation-like changes in synaptic strength, whose dysfunction is considered the key pathophysiological correlate of cognitive decline in AD [58] and an important predictor of disease severity [59]. In this sense, we may speculate that a worse cognitive impairment reflecting greater synaptic dysfunction somehow prevents rTMS from inducing any change in synaptic strength. More severe cognitive deterioration and poorer face-name association memory performance have been recently associated to an increase in long-distance effective connectivity between the IDLPFC and posterior regions [52]. A recent resting-state fMRI study [60] demonstrated that less activated baseline functional connectivity promotes a better therapeutic effect of rTMS protocol. In this framework, the beneficial effect found only in less impaired patients might be explained by the reduced activation of the targeted network that facilitates the process of reallocating resources towards task-positive networks under active use (i.e., those subserving face-name associative memory) [60].

Education is considered the major proxy of cognitive reserve. Higher cognitive reserve is thought to result not only in better cognitive performances, but also in aiding the recruitment of compensatory networks to act against the AD processes [61,62]. Accordingly, we may hypothesize that patients with higher education achievements benefited more from our adjunctive rTMS treatment thanks to their capacity to activate alternative brain’s pathways in response to the stimulation. How cognitive reserve mediates rTMS effects is an intriguing but still unexplored topic which deserves further investigations.

The second effect obtained in this study involves what is usually defined as “generalization” (i.e., the beneficial effects on non-trained cognitive functions). We found a beneficial effect of CT combined with both sham and real rTMS on verbal and visuospatial memory (i.e., story recall, immediate and delayed recall of RAVLT, delayed recall of ROCF), attention (i.e., TMT-A), visuospatial reasoning (i.e., RCPM) and phonemic verbal fluency. Since an actual “not treated” group was missing as all the participants received 4 weeks of CT, we might also suppose that the improvement observed as a consequence of CT alone may be caused by a learning effect due to the repetition of the administered tests.

Crucially for the present work, an add-on generalization effect of real rTMS (combined with CT) was observed in spatial reasoning (RCPM). No other add-on rTMS effects were visible. Differently from a previous study, which reported a selective improvement in the delayed recall of RAVLT after an rTMS treatment targeting the precuneus in prodromal AD patients [63], our rTMS protocol did not induce a further amelioration in episodic memory. This discordant finding might be explained by the different target site and, conceivably, by the different stimulated functional network.

DLPFC is a functionally and structurally heterogeneous region of the brain and represents a key hub for episodic memory, executive functions and reasoning. DLPFC exhibit a “rich club” organization with highly interconnected nodes which show a strong tendency to connect with other highly connected nodes thus resulting in numerous between network connections [64]. In fact, DLPFC is a major cortical node of both DMN and FPN. Accordingly, Opitz and colleagues [19] identified three distinct DLPFC stimulation areas that differed according to the network that was affected by stimulation (DMN, FPN or both). Thus, targeting rTMS at DLPFC may promote interconnected networks activity and integration, which may be directly related to the observed multi-domain cognitive improvements [37]. Indeed, logical and relational reasoning, both assessed by the RCPM task, are supported by the dynamic interaction between prefrontal and parietal regions [65–67].

Face-name associative memory is a multifaceted function that requires several cognitive processes involving not only episodic and semantic memory, but also visuo-perceptual processes, and relies on a complex interplay between different brain networks [13]. Our results seem to provide evidence that the effect of rTMS are cognitive or site specific and independent from a generalized attentional enhancement. Although DLPFC represents a crucial area for executive functions, the neuropsychological battery administered in the present study overlooked frontal tasks (e.g., Stroop test, Frontal Assessment Battery, etc.) thus possibly failing to grasp additional generalization effects within this cognitive domain.

High frequency rTMS applied over the IDLPFC is also the recommended approach for the treatment of depression [33]. Our results showed no significant effect of rTMS on depressive symptoms, thus ruling out the possibility that the observed improvement was caused by mood improvement rather than by a genuine effect on cognitive functions.

To our knowledge this is the first study investigating the add-on effect of rTMS when combined with cognitive training on both trained and non-trained cognitive functions. In previous studies combining rTMS with CT [34–36], patients in the sham group did receive neither stimulation nor cognitive training, thus preventing to disentangle whether the reported beneficial effect was due to rTMS, CT or to their combination. Furthermore, they focused on general clinical measures as ADAS-cog or MMSE only, not allowing to explore the effect on trained cognitive functions nor to examine any generalization effect.

Despite the results of the present study appear promising, there are few weaknesses that need to be taken into account in their interpretation. One limitation is represented by the approach used to identify the target area of stimulation. Coil location was determined employing the 10–20 EEG system, which represents a coarse approach when stimulating high order multimodal association areas. However, at an anatomical level, we may reasonably presume that we were stimulating the DLPCF. Herwig and colleagues [68] demonstrated that F3 electrode position corresponds to the left DLPFC in about 90% of the subjects. Even if anatomical
landmarks have been consistently targeted across participants, the anatomofunctional relationships in the DLPCF are highly variable among individuals [19]. Furthermore, brain’s functional architecture undergoes massive changes and networks’ reorganization over the course of AD progression, thus hampering to identify the targeted network and ultimately increasing the inter-individual variability in response to rTMS. In future studies, the combination of stimulation techniques with single-subjects resting-state fMRI to map whole-brain networks connectivity might improve clinical efficacy of rTMS treatments by targeting the networks primarily affected by AD pathology [69].

Finally, we recognized that the lack of pathophysiological markers of AD (i.e., cerebrospinal fluid Amyloid beta 42 or amyloid positron emission tomography) prevented us from drawing any firm conclusion regarding the etiology underlying the cognitive deficits in our sample.

Conclusions

To our knowledge this was the first study employing rTMS to prime and enhance the efficacy of CT and to demonstrate the generalization of treatment effects beyond the trained cognitive function and the trained cognitive domain. The present results provide evidence suggesting the usefulness of rTMS as an add-on instrument to enhance face-name associative memory training effects and to induce a generalization to spatial reasoning in AD. Future studies combining rTMS with CT protocols focusing on different cognitive domains (e.g., executive functions) are needed to examine the beneficial effect of adjunctive rTMS more in depth. Furthermore, the present finding revealed that the extent of the rTMS add-on effect depends on the stage of the disease severity and on the education level of the patients. This finding is particularly significant in order to maximize treatments’ effects, as patients with different degrees of cognitive impairment and cognitive reserve may benefit differently from rTMS, envisaging the potential of a personalized medicine approach. Longitudinal studies, with patients in a prodromal stage of AD and followed up for longer period of time, might address the key issue of whether rTMS treatments can delay the progression of the disease or even halt the conversion to overt AD.
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